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Abstract

Purpose – A continuous issue which plagues all service businesses is the process of handling complaints. Whilst the topic has been relatively well explored, extant literature has failed to fully explore how staff demographics influence the methods in which they manage complaints. Design/methodology/approach – A qualitative approach was adopted with semi-structured interviews. A purposeful sample was selected, inviting managers from hotels in Dubai to share their views on factors affecting the complaint management process, including the impact of staff demographics. Findings – Staff demographics were found to have an impact on staff’s approach to handle complaints. However, participants generally felt that, with sufficient experience, the impact of many of these influences would be negated. Originality/value – Literature on complaint management has considered numerous mitigating factors affecting the complaint management process. The impact of staff demographics on how they receive and respond to complaints has not been thoroughly explored.
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Introduction

The handling of complaints remains a vital, yet under-researched element of customer experience management (Chan et al., 2017; Krishna et al., 2011). The fast-paced and exponential growth of the hotel industry has made it extremely important for hotels to increase guest retention to remain operational and profitable (Singh et al., 2016). Given growing competition, increasing customer expectations (Cai and Chi, 2018) and the fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for hotels to retain guests and boost customer satisfaction has taken on new importance (Farazad, 2020). Studies have shown a correlation between guests’ satisfaction with the management of their complaints and their intentions to become loyal to a brand (Cheng and Lam, 2008). In fact, according to the service recovery paradox, well-handled complaints can improve the post-recovery satisfaction and loyalty of customers and be even higher than those who have not faced any problems (Maxham and Netemeyer, 2002; Ok et al., 2007; Smith and Bolton, 1998).

Research also suggests that service failure gives service providers an opportunity to enhance the relationship with their customers through better understanding their needs (Krishna et al., 2014). Therefore, building relationships is essential for hotels as healthy customer relationships can provide hotels with more knowledge about their customers (Krishna et al., 2014), promote loyalty, build a competitive advantage, (Kandampully et al., 2018).
and encourage more spending, which are more cost-effective than attracting new guests (Krishna et al., 2011).

Previous studies have emphasised the need to establish complaint management and service recovery processes within firms (Bambauer-Sachse and Rabeson, 2015; Estelami, 2000) and others have explored the role of customer’s demographics on their perceptions of the complaint management experience (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Gruber et al., 2009). However, none have evaluated the impacts of the service provider’s demographic factors on their complaint-handling behaviours. Current literature suggests that the perceived nature of complaints made by customers affects the way in which complaint handlers react, for example, employees who perceive complaints to be aggressive tend to respond in a “motivated close-minded” way (Traut-Mattausch et al., 2015). Additionally, a study conducted on the behaviours which are most valued by male and female complainants revealed that females valued emotional connections when their complaints were being handled as opposed to men, who demonstrated a greater desire for prompt solutions (Gruber et al., 2009). Evidently, when there are these differences in the complainants’ expectations, it can be hypothesised that the complaint-handlers would react to complaints based on their perceptions of the complainant and complaint.

The hospitality industry, whose workforce is demographically varied, aims to be consistent in terms of the experience they provide to guests (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Sarpong, 2016). However, greater empowerment of front-line employees means that employees determine an appropriate response to a complaint based on their perception of the complainant and complaints (Ogbeide et al., 2017). This has shown a negative correlation with consistency, as employee demographic differences can lead to different methods of handling similar issues (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010).

While the impact of customers’ demographic differences have been explored, there is a lack of research on the impact of complaint-handlers’ demographic factors in terms of the ways complaints are handled. Despite understanding how customers’ demographics impact the way in which they perceive service recovery efforts, if there is no understanding on how the service provider’s demographics impact complaint management, a mismatch in the service recovery process is possible. This lack of knowledge limits the understanding and applicability of complaint management processes or training programs in hotels. In order to implement a strategy which allows empowerment within employees and consistency in service recovery and complaint management, it is important to understand if and how demographic differences actually affect complaint management behaviour.

This exploratory study and its results have potential to play a role in both practical and theoretical scenarios. Practically, hotels can use the results of this study to implement informed training programs which will improve the consistency of service recovery processes in hotels, increasing the possibility of turning around service failure and reducing the negative impact of the failure on guest experience and hotel image. Theoretically, understanding the impact of any demographic influence can be studied to prepare future leaders for the best way to handle complaints in the service industry, not just limited to the hotel industry. Finally, understanding the impact of demographics on the behaviour can be used as a basis for further research to provide insight into the behaviours of individuals when in a conflict situation and how their demographics impact the way in which they handle situations. The research therefore addresses the question; “What are the impacts of staff demographics on complaint management processes in five-star hotels?”

The research will start with an exploration of the prevailing literature on the topic of complaint management and the complaint management process in hotels, before considering how the results of the study contribute to both industry practice and theoretical understanding.
Literature review

Complaint management

The term “complaint” can be defined in several ways. According to Sturman et al. (2011, p. 165), complaints are “social altercations which are initiated to adjust the expectations and outcomes of a service experience”. Other authors define complaints as the “expression of pain, displeasure, annoyance or dissatisfaction towards a company due to an unsatisfactory or problematic experience” (Ogbeide et al., 2017, p. 2), possibly with the aim of receiving some compensation (Chan et al., 2017).

The management of these complaints can be considered a systematic response from the organisation, or an individual who represents the organisation, to re-satisfy customers, recover service failures and restore or strengthen the relationship between the customer and the organisation (McCole, 2004; Ogbeide et al., 2017; Susskind, 2010). The term “complaint management”, too, lacks a universal definition; however for the purpose of this study, it can be defined as the response of an individual or an organisation to a customer complaint (Ogbeide et al., 2017). Complaint management, which includes service recovery, is a frequently over-looked aspect in hotels (Krishna et al., 2011). The high level of interaction between employees and hotel guests often makes it likely for service failures to occur (Gelbrich et al., 2015; Lewis and McCann, 2004). Despite this, hotels in a competitive setting take little effort to identify what problems guests face, how these problems are solved and the impact of the service recovery efforts on the guest (Lewis and McCann, 2004). Additionally, complaint management trainings are limited and many hotels do not have complaint management systems in their operations (Tag-Eldeen, 2018).

Complaint management is an integral part of a manager’s duty, and the process is largely handled by front-line managers, particularly assistant managers, guest services managers or guest relations managers in the front office department (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011). However, the increase in empowerment has broadened the role of other front-line employees, wherein many front-line employees also handle complaints (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011; Ogbeide et al., 2017; Zhang and Geng, 2019). Employees are being pushed to handle complaints without forwarding them on to their superiors as studies have shown that well-trained, empowered front-line employees are a key element of an effective complaint management strategy (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011; Zhang and Geng, 2019). This empowerment drive makes it extremely important to address the gap in research surrounding the impact of staff’s demographics on complaint management topic.

Importance of complaint management

Service failure in the hotel industry is unavoidable due to the subjective nature of services (Krishna et al., 2011; Stone, 2011). A service failure could result in long-term damage to the customer–organisation relationship (McCole, 2004), more wide-spread negatives from negative word-of-mouth, or can, thanks to the service recovery paradox, lead to greater customer satisfaction (Cambra-Fierro et al., 2016; Hart et al., 1990). This relationship is important for organisations as the increased competition makes it vital to maintain and increase guest retention rates (Ogbeide et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2016), which can reflect grater revenues (Cook, 2011). In addition to the increased potential for revenue growth, there are four distinct benefits of effective complaint management for organisations (Stauss and Schoeler, 2004); information, attitude, repurchase and communication.

The information benefit refers to the value obtained from analysing customer complaints to extract otherwise unavailable trends and patterns. This can allow for better root-cause analysis to pre-empt and efficiently handle complaints (McCollough et al., 2000). Without customer complaints, businesses may not be aware of problems or issues which exist, leaving them unable to take corrective action (Taleghani et al., 2011). Furthermore, some guests may not voice their dissatisfaction to the company and instead prefer to change their loyalty to
other brands or voice their dissatisfaction to friends and family leading to negative word-of-
mouth (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011; Janjua, 2017). The attitude benefit suggests that the
customer’s change in attitude, from dissatisfied to satisfied, due to effective complaint
management can lead to future profits for the firm. This benefit is also highlighted by the
service recovery paradox which states that effective handling of a customer complaint may
lead to greater satisfaction and loyalty than a customer who did not face a service failure
(Michel and Meuter, 2008). This then leads to the third benefit: the repurchase benefit. This
aspect further emphasises that repurchases are a distinct benefit for firms, particularly due to
the fact that repurchases demonstrate guest loyalty, a factor which has been highlighted as
being imperative in the hospitality industry (Stauss and Schoeler, 2004). Finally, the
communication benefit highlights the word-of-mouth aspect of effective complaint
management. Wherein a lack of corrective action can lead to a downward spiral of guest
dissatisfaction and loss of guest loyalty, satisfied customers are likely to engage in positive
word-of-mouth, recommend the company to others and hence facilitate the growth of the
company’s customer base (Stauss and Schoeler, 2004).

Overall, it can be said that successful and effective management of complaints can lead to
improved relations between the organisation and the customer, an improvement in the
service quality through corrective action, potential for increased guest retention and
enhanced revenue for organisations in the service industry (McCle, 2004). This knowledge
makes it even more vital to understand the value of appropriate complaint management and
how complaints are currently handled.

While hospitality organisations aim to maintain their consistency in service provision,
there is a high dependency on their human capital as these are the ones who deliver the
experience to guests (Lee and Lee, 2012; Zhang and Geng, 2019). Human capital in the hotel
industry is extremely diverse in terms of the demographics present, as this industry is
composed of both secondary and primary labour markets (Boella and Goss-Turner, 2013).
The subsequent section presents the existing complaint management processes in the service
industry.

Complaint management processes
The hospitality sector is a part of the greater service industry wherein the customer is one of
the strongest forces driving change. With their unwillingness to compromise and their
freedom in choosing where they spend their money, customer satisfaction is a determinant of
the success of a service business (Sujithamrak and Lam, 2005).

Various studies have highlighted the importance of implementing complaint management
processes in organisations, particularly in the service industry, in order to avoid
misallocation of resources, energy, attention and to encourage the aforementioned four key
benefits (Stauss and Schoeler, 2004). In the service industry, research suggests that there are
six main factors for organisations to consider when responding to complaints (Davidow,
2003): Timeliness, complaint support, resolution, apology, organisation credibility and
organisation attentiveness.

With a multitude of factors which affect the outcome of a complaint management
experience, it becomes even more important to establish a clear complaint management
processes (Homburg et al., 2010; Phabmixay et al., 2019). Studies suggest that although the
importance of service recovery and complaint management is understood, there is little focus
on this in organisational practices, which is evident through the lack of policies and practices
addressing complaint management (Van Vaerenbergh and Orsingher, 2016). Further
emphasising the need for complaint management processes, Phabmixay et al. (2019) propose
a complaint management model (Figure 1), which facilitates the standardisation of the above
factors through the implementation of three styles of guidelines.
The “mechanistic” approach provides procedural, behavioural and outcome-based guidelines. Procedural guidelines refer to the way complaints are received, processed and recorded. Behavioural guidelines inform employees about how to best apply their interpersonal skills and explanations to customers for any service failures. Finally, outcome guidelines define the tangible and intangible compensation that the customer receives as a result of his/her complaint (Phabmixay et al., 2019).

However, this standardised model has been suggested for manufacturing firms, and there is a lack of research focusing on the standardisation of complaint management systems in hospitality, which has the additional complication of heterogeneous service delivery and consumption. In an attempt to understand if and how such a process can be created, it is important to explore how the handling of complaints can vary based upon staff demographics.

**Demographics**

Increased globalisation and immigration have changed the nature of the workforce (Chaudhary and Rangnekar, 2017). Particularly in the hospitality sector, the workforce has become extremely diverse and will continue to diversify (Gaijar and Okumus, 2018; Lee and Lee, 2012).

According to Chaudhary and Rangnekar (2017), different demographic groups have different priorities, needs and wants. Studies have shown that demographics play a role in the perceived importance of factors such as key performance indicators (KPIs), rewards and organisational commitment for employees in hotels (Chiang and Birth, 2008; Sourouklis and Tsagdis, 2013). Additionally, social identity theory, according to Tajfel (2010), states that people belonging to a certain group behave in a certain way. This theory states that individuals define their own identities through belonging to certain social groups (Chattopadhyay et al., 2004; Islam, 2014). These groups can be social categories such as race, gender and workgroup. Moreover, people behave similarly due to the similarities in the qualities, which are attributed by members of that particular category (Chattopadhyay et al., 2004). According to Islam (2014), these identifications work to protect and bolster people’s self-identities, and this is often a subconscious phenomenon.
Demographic factors could therefore influence similar groups of people to behave in a certain way. However, there have been critiques surrounding the topic of associating people’s behaviours with the demographic group in which they belong (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010). Some of the critical evaluations suggest that attributing behaviours to demographics can be a form of stereotyping, discrimination and favouritism (Chaudhary and Rangnekar, 2017; Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Lee and Lee, 2012). Despite this, it can be argued that an individual uses his/her demographic factors to fit into certain groups and feel included (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010). Hence, when the individual self-categorises themselves into a group and acts in the same way as that group, this cannot be considered stereotyping. In fact, by understanding how demographics affect human behaviour, firms can better manage diversity (Gajjar and Okumus, 2018). Managing diversity is vital and can be used by hotels and other hospitality organisations to proliferate organisational effectiveness and to ensure that the variation of human capital facilitates the achievement of organisational objectives (Gajjar and Okumus, 2018; Olsen and Martins, 2012).

**Empirical context**
The study was conducted in Dubai, one of the seven emirates in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Tourism is a significant component of Dubai’s economy (Newnham and Dutt, 2021), and the destination is famous for its numerous noteworthy attractions, such as the world’s “most luxurious hotel” – Burj Al Arab – and the world’s tallest building – Burj Khalifah (Dutt and Ninov, 2017). The luxurious hospitality of Dubai is well known and clearly demonstrated by the abundance of five-star hotels in the emirate; of the 712 accommodation establishments in Dubai, nearly 20% are five-star properties (DTCM, 2021). Even amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, the UAE’s tourism sector – led by Dubai – performed well; the UAE recorded the second highest hotel occupancy average globally in 2020, at 54.7%, behind China’s 58% (Rizvi, 2021). Of particular importance for this research on demographic influences on complaint management is the constitution of Dubai’s population. Dubai and the UAE is a majority expatriate population, with an estimated 92% of Dubai’s population being expatriate (Dubai Statistics Center, 2021). The population is generally quite young and well educated, with a 60% of the population under the age of 34, a literacy rate of 97.36 and 36.03% of the population with a university or post-graduate degree (Dubai Statistics Center, 2021).

**Research methodology**
An inductive approach with a subjective ontology and interpretivist epistemology was most appropriate to thoroughly explore and discuss the impact of demographics on complaint management (O’Gorman and MacIntosh, 2016; Schindler, 2019). From the literature review, it is evident that there is a lack of research on this topic which makes it difficult to adopt a research model, which focuses on theories guiding hypotheses and data collection (O’Gorman and MacIntosh, 2016).

A qualitative approach was deemed most suitable for this study as it facilitated a deeper understanding of and insight into this exploratory topic (Bryman and Bell, 2015; Creswell and Creswell, 2018; Jennings, 2010; O’Gorman and MacIntosh, 2016). Specifically, semi-structured interviews were conducted with 11 front office managers in five-star hotels in Dubai. These interviews facilitated an in-depth understanding on the topic as they consisted of thematic open-ended questions which allowed for discussion and critical reflection on the interviewee’s end (Galletta, 2016). The interviews were conducted with guiding questions however probing questions were asked to clarify uncertainties (Cooper and Schindler, 2008).

As in-person face-to-face interviews were not possible due to the COVID-19 circumstances, VoIP software was used, such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams, to mimic the interview setting.
However, the main benefit of face-to-face interviews, which is the ability to read the interviewees body language and non-verbal attributes in reaction to a question, was still possible through the virtual interviews.

A purposeful sampling approach was adopted, which allowed participants to be sourced who could offer the most value to the study. The participants deemed most appropriate were approached through mediums such as LinkedIn, snowballing and personal contacts. Initially, a total of 15 individuals were contacted, with 11 providing consent for to be interviewed. Saturation was noticed after the 10th interview, with the 11th confirming saturation. This sample size allowed the data to be discussed and examined in detail to maximise understanding on the topic (Nam et al., 2020). Participants represented front office management team members from 11 hotels, covering eight different hotel brands in Dubai. A small variety of different hotels were desirable to ensure that the impact of any company policy on complaint management would be detected. It was beyond the scope of this study to explore impacts between different department approaches of handling complaints and potential demographic issues. Therefore, as one of the main customer-facing departments that sees guests as they arrive and depart, front-office was chosen as the main department of interest. Participants were selected based upon their position and to provide a variety of different hotels to partially control for the impact of company policy, not demographic traits they represented.

Research instrument
The questions for the interview were designed in a way which allowed the interviewee to delve deeper into the topic of complaint management in a gradual manner. The initial questions attempted to engage the interviewee into the topic of complaint management and its importance in hotel operations. The questions which followed, enticed the interviewee into reflecting on the impacts of demographic factors on complaint management behaviour as once the initial questions had warmed the respondent up to the topic, the conversation was much more reflective and free flowing. The final questions attempted to understand how the demographics of individuals impacted complaint management behaviour. Finally, the respondents were asked about other factors which they deemed contributory to the complaint management process and about any recommendations they could provide on how hotels could improve complaint management processes. Given the lack of existing research on this topic and the exploratory nature of this study, the interview questions and sampling methods did not focus on specific demographic traits. Instead, questions encouraged a variety of participants to consider how demographics influenced their and their team’s approach to handling complaints. To provide greater insight and detail, certain demographic characteristics popular in customer-based research were asked as probing questions later in the interview. This therefore allowed participants to freely discuss their thoughts on the impact of staff demographics before probes were offered on specific demographic traits that have found relevance in research on customer complaint behaviour. Such traits included gender (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Gruber et al., 2009; McColl-Kennedy et al., 2003), age (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Kasabov and Hain, 2014), education levels (Ngai et al., 2007; Sujithamrak and Lam, 2005) and nationality (Defranco et al., 2005; Emir, 2011; Ngai et al., 2007; Prayag and Ryan, 2012).

Data collection
All interviews were conducted online through VoIP software, Zoom, which allowed for the interviews to be recorded. In addition, the transcription software Otter was used as it allowed for transcription to be done quickly, for free and accurately with its Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology (Nam et al., 2020). The average duration of each interview was 47 min with the shortest interview being 31 min and the longest being 1 h and 31 min.
Prior to the interview process, in order to ensure that the interview questions were appropriate, a pilot interview was conducted. This allowed the researcher to confirm the validity of the questions. The pilot study also allowed the researcher to assess the functionality of the VoIP software and the transcription software. After the pilot study was conducted, there was only one change made, which was the specification of “staff demographics” in the demographic-centric. This was done to ensure that the responses from the interviewees revolved around the impacts of the complaint handler’s demographics on their complaint management behaviour as opposed to the demographics of complainers on the process.

Data analysis
Data were analysed following a thematic analysis approach, which identified, analysed, organised and reported themes found within the data (Nowell et al., 2017). This method was used due to its well-structured approach to organising data that are flexible and easy to implement (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Emerging and pre-existing themes were sought from the transcripts and revised during multiple re-readings and revisions to ensure a complete and clear understanding of participant’s perceptions of the impact of demographics on complaint behaviour. Furthermore, themes were synthesised into new categories, where applicable, to provide a more consolidated meaning (Saldaña, 2016). For example, when participants were asked how complaints were currently handled in their hotels, participants described “training”, “supervisor training” and “walk-throughs of standard operating procedures (SOPs)”, which were collectively synthesised into the theme of “training”. The data analysis tool, QDA Miner was used to simplify and quicken the pace of the data analysis as it allowed the researcher to identify and code without the use of paper-based methods or other non-analysis specific software (Nam et al., 2020).

Research findings
Demographic profile
All participants were asked certain demographic questions in order to build their demographic profile, with the results visible in Table 1. While the sample was varied, this is reflective of the constitution of the UAE population and hotel labour market; participants were not encouraged to speak about complaint management from their perspective as a representative of their demographic.

Participants were first asked more contextual questions, referring to what they understood by complaint management and its implications. Here, themes emerged referring to a definition, the reason for complaints and the impacts complaints have on a business.

Definition of complaint management. Most participants believed that their role in complaint management moved beyond the “basic handling [of] guest complaints” (P1) to also cover evaluating the genuineness of the complaint:

...it’s very, very important to first understand whether it’s an actual complaint or whether it’s just, you know, rubbish. (P7)

Another key element of complaint management was identifying guest needs, with four participants specifically addressing this requirement:

...handling a complaint in a proper way, understanding the guest needs and, um, meet their expectation or request and turn the guest experience around. (P6)

Nine of eleven participants believed that complaint management was about solving problems. P3 mentioned that it is all about “solving guest issues and problems,” and “you have to bring up solutions”. (P10)
Reasons for guest complaints. Of 11 participants, eight believed that guests complain in order to receive some sort of compensation and that they are looking to just receive something for free by complaining:

...they just wanted to get something free like compensation that always comes from saying things are not satisfactory. . . (P1)

A total of eight participants also mentioned that guest expectations not being met also led to guests complaining:

...when they don’t really, when they don’t really get the kind of service, which they expect from a four-star or a five-star hotel, they really feel bad (P10).

Impacts of guest complaints. Both positive and negative impacts of guest complaints were identified by interviewees. In total, six participants believed that guest complaints can impact the hotel’s operation.

So, imagine that they work eight hours a day, they would have angry guests, yeah, complaining guests, like they cannot handle it, it was exaggerated, manager was not available and then they just... all they’ve done is... the day is gone already, I mean, like, in the way that they can’t recover from this, they cannot calm down as a colleague right. And they will put it to the other guests. They can give the mixed information they, they tend to do more mistakes when they are, you know, in the [mood] because they cannot reply back to the guests [so] they are going to be angry inside. So, they tend to the more mistakes, give incorrect information. (P4)

Guest satisfaction and the opportunity to satisfy guests was another impact identified by five interviewees in the sense of correcting a service failure:

...it gives us a second chance to recover and “wow” the experience of a complaining guest. (P8)

Complains also gave hotels the opportunity to evaluate service make more wide-spread and long-term adjustments to service delivery:

...it is really important for us to have guests’ feedback, it helps us on things to like, what to correct and how to actually treat our guests. (P9)

Participants also believed that complaints and how they are managed impact the image of the hotel and could improve guest loyalty and word of mouth:

[Complaint management] ...is the art of every hotel’s operation, because it affects the hotel’s image. . . because of image, and loyalty and reviews on TripAdvisor, on the social media, that’s why it’s so important. (P3)
Existing infrastructure of complaint management

The second set of questions addressed how complaints are handled by participants’ hotels and revealed three themes: training; company culture; tracking.

Training. While participants felt it was important that all members of staff should attend complaint management training, ten out of the eleven stated that trainings were only offered to supervisors. While role plays were common delivery methods, the variation in trainings were notable, with some trainings mainly focussed on the company’s SOPs:

…we read through the SOP, like I gave it my feedback about the situation, which can happen. (P5)

While others were more extensive and also included non-verbal training:

[Training covered] …posture and as well how non-verbal language so how you display calm, how you display empathy… (P3)

These trainings frequently addressed the hotel’s standards and procedures to ensure a consistent complaint management process, although whether they are standardised into SOPs was debated.

there are procedures which are, which, about which we are all trained. So, never say no to a guest, always give alternatives and control yourself, stay in self [control], so maintain calmness. (P3)

…no SOPs in place, however there is a general pattern where complaint is received… the first thing to do is to apologize and try to find out what went wrong. (P8)

Company culture. Participants emphasised the importance of company culture in handling complaints to move beyond the standards:

SOPs are very, very straightforward, very strict, very systematic, but we try our best to give a personal touch or feeling from a five-star hotel. (P10)

While empowering employees was mentioned by the majority of participants, it was not provided as a main method of handling complaints, although the reliance on personal experience was cited, but was affected by the company’s culture of empowerment:

…there are some scenarios that we can work on based on our experience… (P9)

Tracking. Most participants also emphasised the importance of having a system in place to evaluate complaints. First, to ensure they were resolved:

…we log all the complaints in the [Hotel Complaint Management System]. And we do follow up from shift to another shift… (P6)

Secondly, to ensure that such incidents were not repeated:

…everything can be recovered. However, if you repeat the same mistake over and over again that will, yeah, turn them off completely from… from the brand. (P4)

Ways to improve complaint management processes

The third set of questions explored the participant’s perceptions on how the complaint management process could be improved. The themes of training and company culture arose, with empowerment being a notable sub-theme of both training and company culture.

To help with complaint management, participants believed that it was important to provide specific standards and trainings to support employees:

We should have more frequent trainings because once you have, you’re not receiving training sometimes you just become like, you need to refresh your mind, right? (P9)
From a corporate culture perspective, participants recommended a change in internal complaint policies to ensure a more careful evaluation of the complaint and response, reducing the likelihood to recurring complaints or customers complaining for free upgrades, etc.:

[Hotels should not] compensate without getting to the root of the problem because the problem can happen again. (P8)

Participants described the need to train staff to ensure they had the knowledge they needed to empower them to solve customer complaints:

I always wanted that our employees, especially frontline employees, are knowledgeable enough. (P6)

In other cases, empowerment referred to the requirement of ensuring an appropriate corporate culture to place more trust in employees:

So, what is important as well as how you operationally built the rapport with your colleagues, right not to have a fear base right? The operation that you can’t, I mean, you need to let them understand that mistakes happen at all...at all levels, but the way you’re going to handle it, makes a difference. (P4)

**Impacts on complaint management**

The last set of questions asked what factors impact the management of complaints. In total, two main themes arose of customer condition and staff condition. Staff further broke down into their attitude and demographics. While participants did describe the impact of staff demographics, it was a general observation. When participants were probed on the impact of gender, nationality, age and education, as per literary justification, more detailed insights arose.

Almost half, on the other hand, described the personality of the complaint handler and their experience:

I think the personality also can be a huge impact on the guest. . . (P6)

So, let’s say I’ve handled the guests from maybe Americas right, or you’ve handled the guest from the Middle East. So, when you’re hired, they would look into that because you have built your experience, expertise in a way as well in knowing the guest. (P4)

Participants also described the condition of staff when they were handling a particular complaint:

You can see like some of your team members, they can be really the best, but they have some issues at home and they’re a little bit frustrated and they come to [work, then], for sure they can’t, the same level of service which they used to deliver in the past. (P5)

When probed more directly, participants commented on the impact of gender, nationality, age, and education on how complaints were handled.

**Gender.** While four interviewees did not see gender as significant factor, the majority felt that there was an influence. Interviewees highlighted that staffs’ approach would differ based on their gender:

each of the female managers I know will be calm. . .but men it’s not like that. . . (P1)

men are better with dealing with aggressive complaints, they are more direct in their approach and professional. Women are more likely to involve emotions. . . (P8)

A total of four participants also spoke about how the opposing gender would have an impact on complaint management behaviour.

It’s an observation and it’s a personal experience that you see that if it’s a lady who’s complaining and there’s another lady in front of her you can feel that the tension will be higher. If a gentleman and
A gentleman, the tension would be higher. However, if you have two different genders, the things would be different. (P11)

A total of three interviewees, interestingly all women, also believed that the perception of gender would also impact the process of complaining as well as complaint handling:

some other guests would not prefer talking to a woman, some would prefer talking to men… (P9)

**Nationality.** This characteristic showed more consensus amongst the participants, with eight believing that cultural aspects impact the complaint handling process inadvertently or not:

who they are like, you know, their background? There’s so much factor their age, their religion, their environment, like their culture. There’s a lot of cultural you know, like, values and links involved. (P1)

Sometimes, this was put down to issues such as misunderstandings and language barriers “I have seen that sometimes for language barriers…” (P3), which allowed for different degrees of understanding or directness “go…straight to the point” (P1).

Seven interviewees also believed that the guest perception of nationality had an impact “then I talk to them in Arabic and they know that I’m Lebanese, then, oh my God, like 70% of the problem vanished” (P11). In total, three participants also believed that nationality allowed them to understand guest needs better “if you are the same nationality or from the same region or close to it, you might understand it better” (P4).

A total of three participants believed that the impact of nationality gradually reduces when you become more experienced, emphasised with P1 stating “it’s based on your experience are going to you’re going to change your vision of thinking and you’re going to add up your management style to becoming more like, I would say, international…”.  

**Age.** When describing the impact of age, most participants felt that age did have an impact on the style of managing complaints. One manner through which age was perceived to have an impact was the rate of a resolution “there is a very huge chance of the younger generation doing it a bit differently. And it would be a bit quicker.” (P2). In another perspective, participants felt that younger staff would be able to “more emotional engage with a guest…” and offer more innovative solutions:

We need a new generations or younger leadership with a fresh mind, with creative mind and come up with new ideas, innovations, all those things… (P6)

On the other hand, several participants highlighted that older staff would have an advantage in dealing with complaints due to greater experience:

Older people are likely to have more experience, more maturity and better patience so their approach is more structured and less empathetic. (P8)

**Education.** While five participants believed that experience is more important and had a greater impact on complaint management processes than education, six believed that education has an effect on the knowledge of the individual “education gives you an insight of exactly how our hotel completely worked” (P10).

Additionally, four interviewees highlighted that education impacts complaint handling because of the skills gained.

There was something about using the computer, talking to the people, your tone, your elegance, something that I didn’t need to teach you compared to someone else which was just coming, coming to work without any of this. Okay, so education is important, is definitely important. (P3)

Finally, three interviewees believed that education impacts complaint management through the ability of educated individuals to better implement theories.
You have newer case studies that you’re looking into. There are newer examples that you are looking at, you have you’re on the job training just like yourself when you were at [hotel name]. So, this gives you a better exposure to manage and to handle complaints. (P2)

Discussion

Complaint management

In terms of defining complaint management, consistency existed between the literature and interview results with the essence being solving guest problems in response to a service failure (McCole, 2004; Ogbeide et al., 2017) and identifying guest needs (Sturman et al., 2011).

Participants generally felt that guests complained to receive some form of compensation. While this result is supported in the literature (Chan et al., 2017), participants felt that the compensation was frequently the purpose of the complaint, not only to offset some economic loss (Chan et al., 2017). This adds to the complexity of complaint management because of the additional requirement to assess the genuineness of complaints. Furthermore, it enhances the need to carefully track the resolution of complaints to better understand if false complaints are being raised and either their resolution, or what compensation was offered. In cases where compensation is offered without the appropriate investigation, it can develop a culture of “complaining for freebies”, or even customers threatening public complaints – through online review channels – for compensation. Careful tracking of complaints can help control and, hopefully, prevent such eventualities.

Other reasons participants offered for why guests complained have received similar consideration in the literature, mostly around a business’ inability to meet guest expectations (McCole, 2004; Sturman et al., 2011) or as a general expression of dissatisfaction (Ogbeide et al., 2017).

One of the most commonly cited consequences of guest complaints from participants was the impact upon operations, notably, the stress placed upon staff. While existing literature has suggested that employees do not always think complaints are positive for a business (Traut-Mattausch et al., 2015), the negative impact upon staff has not been fully explored.

Several other impacts of complaints were identified by participants, which have been discussed in the literature, reflecting greater consensus between this sample and extant literature. Such impacts included the ability to improve service (Krishna et al., 2014; McCollough et al., 2000; Stauss and Schoeler, 2004; Taleghani et al., 2011), promoting guest loyalty (Stauss and Schoeler, 2004), notably through the service recovery paradox (Maxham and Netemeyer, 2002; Michel and Meuter, 2008; Ok et al., 2007; Smith and Bolton, 1998), and influencing word-of-mouth (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011; Janjua, 2017; Stauss and Schoeler, 2004).

Existing infrastructure of complaint management

When asked about the existing systems used to handle complaints, participants were able to clarify several points which have been previously addressed in the literature. Chief amongst these were trainings used to educate staff on the ideal complaint management process, which has become particularly important as more businesses look to empower their staff (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011; Ogbeide et al., 2017; Zhang and Geng, 2019). According to the findings, staff are trained through role plays, on SOPs and complaint theory, and given non-verbal action training to provide staff with the necessary skills to handle complaints (Ogbeide et al., 2017). When it comes to training on basic procedures, there are guidelines on how employees should implement their interpersonal skills to enhance the experience. Additionally, there are complaint management systems in place which standardise how complaints are processed and recorded. Finally, empowerment training allows for guidelines in terms of what sort of
compensation can be provided by employees at different levels of management. This finding is in line with the proposed model of a standardised complaint management system by Phabmixay et al. (2019) seen in Figure 1. While the model has been proposed for the manufacturing industry, it can be seen as a process that is being implemented in five-star hotels in Dubai. This is an important finding as it becomes evident that standardised complaint management systems can enhance the processes even in the hotel industry, one that is known for personalisation. Further academic research and industrial practice could, therefore, draw on such complaint management systems to help develop more robust complaint management processes. From the findings, however, it is evident that no property has mastered the art of all three guidelines: behavioural, procedural and outcome. This, however, can be seen as the start of complaint handling standardisation in hotels, where Phabmixay et al.’s (2019) model can improve their current processes.

Improving the complaint management processes

Recommendations provided by hoteliers include clearer definition of rules, implementing standards and better empowerment. These recommendations would provide a more mechanistic (Phabmixay et al., 2019) and clear approach towards complaint management (Davidow, 2003; Homburg et al., 2010).

Additionally, hoteliers also expressed a need for more trust in colleagues, better product knowledge and training as things which would improve the complaint management processes in hotels. As discussed earlier, empowerment of front-line employees and the broadening of their job roles to include complaint management is a relatively new concept in hotels (Dinnen and Hassanien, 2011; Ogbeide et al., 2017; Zhang and Geng, 2019), possibly explaining the lack of extensive complaint management training.

Findings of this study also emphasise the importance of better recruitment processes as interviewees believed that the personality, lifestyle, mental health and the type of experience an individual has had have an impact on the complaint management behaviour. Industry can consider this as a long-term recommendation which can improve the consistency of the service that they provide in terms of complaint management.

Demographics impacts on complaint management

Throughout extant literature, some demographic influence upon complaint management behaviour has been alluded to or could be suggested, particularly in terms of gender (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Gruber et al., 2009; McColl-Kennedy et al., 2003), nationality (Defranco et al., 2005; Emir, 2011; Ngai et al., 2007; Prayag and Ryan, 2012), age (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010; Kasabov and Hain, 2014) and education levels (Ngai et al., 2007; Sujithamrak and Lam, 2005). The results of this study provided a direct connection between these traits and the methods of complaint management. Academically, this provides further areas of analysis and consideration which should be explored to better understand how demographics influence complaint handling, conflict resolution or crisis management. Practically, more specific advice can be offered in terms of training to provide more consistent and accurate service.

Gender. According to the findings of the study, gender impacts the approach that a hotelier takes to handling complaints, similar to the conclusions of Chung-Herrera et al. (2010). Indirectly, this finding coincides with those of Gruber et al. (2009), which suggest that women and men had differing expectations from service failure scenarios. Additionally, according to Mukudan and Zakkariya (2018), male and female managers adopted different management styles when coming in contact with conflict, coinciding with the findings of this study.

Findings of this study also revealed that the way of speaking differed due to the gender of the individual with some believing that men were more direct and women were more emotionally involved, similar to the findings of McColl-Kennedy et al. (2003), who found that
women wanted a more socially involved service recovery experience than men. However, participants also argued that men are equally able to emotionally engage with guests as women are. Interviewees believed that men can also be as empathetic of the situation as women. This finding opposes the findings of Carmona et al. (2018) which state that women can adopt masculine and feminine leadership styles whereas men were more focused on one particular style of leadership. This difference in findings can be attributed to the fact that the authors of the study emphasised that it could be applied in male-dominated societies. While Dubai’s population may be more male dominated, the hospitality industry in Dubai does not seem to follow the same pattern, due to the high number of expatriates working in the sector.

Nationality. The culture of an individual was highlighted as a factor which influences complaint management behaviour. Interviewees believed that nationality impacts the culture and background of individuals, which leads to differences in complaint handling. Snaebjornsson and Edvardsson (2012) support this finding, suggesting that influences of nationality and ethnicity on leadership are particularly relevant in multicultural societies, and these influences are visible in the leadership style. Additionally, Nazarian and Atkinson (2013) and Ngai et al. (2007) also indicated that the dimensions of national culture, such as uncertainty avoidance and individualism, (Hofstede et al., 2010) had an impact on behaviour, something that was found in this study with participants emphasising that behaviour was impacted by the nationality of individuals. However, participants also argued that, over time and with experience, this difference would reduce as individuals adopt a more international mindset. This is an aspect that existing literature does not identify.

Interviewees also identified understanding needs as something which change based on nationality, highlighting that individuals from the same country or region as the guest could better understand guests’ needs (Defranco et al., 2005; Emir, 2011; Prayag and Ryan, 2012). There needs to be further focus on the impact of language barriers on complaint management experiences both from the perspective of guests and hoteliers as there is currently limited research on this; however, it was something which was emphasised by participants as a key element which impacts the experience.

Age. Results of this study highlighted that age impacts the speed of resolution, the type of resolution and the way of talking of an individual. Interviewees believed that younger individuals are more likely to be empathetic in their approach, with quicker and more creative resolutions. While Kasabov and Hain (2014) found similar results showing that Generation Y were observed to be more empathetic towards the situation, results of this study contrast with those of Kang and Hillery (1998), which state that younger customers placed importance on money. Monetary compensation is the least creative approach available, and the results of this study suggest that younger individuals are more creative in their approach.

The age of guests was also seen as something that would impact the complaint management process. However, this opposes the findings of Chung-Herrera et al. (2010), which found that guests did not think that age of the service provider had an impact on the process. This difference may be because complaint handlers are more able to adapt their style to the age of the guest, limiting this inconsistency from being visible to customers.

Education. This study revealed that education impacts the skills and knowledge of an individual, which are vital for complaint management. Interviewees of this study highlighted that formal education gives individuals the knowledge to use systems, which are in place, and have the know-how of how the hotel operation works, which improves the complaint management process indirectly.

On the other hand, some participants also believed that experience is more important than education when it comes directly to complaint handling. This is in line with literature which revealed that employers prefer to recruit individuals who had work experience over those who had only theoretical knowledge and conceptual understanding (Kong, 2015). It is
important to note, however, that interviewees highlighted that better recruitment is needed with better processes which address not only education and experience.

**Conclusion**

This study has looked at the impact of staff demographics on complaint management behaviours in five-star hotels in Dubai through a qualitative approach. This research paper has established that complaint management is an extremely important, and sometimes overlooked, aspect of the hotel's operation as it has an impact on guest loyalty and overall competency of the hotel (Cai and Chi, 2018; Chan et al., 2017; Krishna et al., 2011). Additionally, it has also discovered that staff demographic factors have an impact on the complaint management behaviour and the overall process (Chung-Herrera et al., 2010). With demographic factors impacting the needs, wants and priorities of individuals (Chiang and Birtch, 2008; Sourouklis and Tsagdis, 2013) and the increased diversity in the UAE and the hospitality industry (Gajjar and Okumus, 2018; Lee and Lee, 2012), there was a need for research in this topic.

Through 11 semi-structured, in-depth interviews, complaint management was seen to be a process of handling complaints and solving guest problems, which may occur as guests complain about needing compensation, dissatisfaction or needs not being met. Current infrastructure of complaint management allows for demographic differences to play a role with basic procedures such as explaining, offering solutions and listening listed as key procedures. When it comes to required processes, a range of recommendations hinted towards a more standardised, mechanistic and defined approach, which considers factors such as the lifestyle, mental health and personality of employees. Current demographic impacts were identified with all factors having somewhat of an impact on way of speaking. Gender was seen to be a factor impacting approach to the handling of complaints and the perception of gender playing a role in the process. Nationality impacted the understanding of needs and culture of staff. Age was seen to impact type and speed of resolution. Finally, education was said to have an impact on the knowledge and skills of an individual.

**Limitations**

Throughout the study, various limitations were identified. When it came to the methodology and data collection, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, various aspects were impacted. First, many potential participants were no longer able to be interviewed as they either did not have time or had been laid off and were not in the mindset to participate in the study. Moreover, as it was unsafe to go out and many hotels were closed, all participants had to be found through personal contacts or LinkedIn. Due to the fluctuations in connection some parts of the interview were not properly recorded, meaning more time had to be spent during transcription to understand what was being said. Finally, as the study looks at demographics and not all individuals of all demographics were interviewed, this may reduce the generalisation of the findings. However, it is not feasible to do so, and the interviewees were selected as they would be able to provide insight that does not only consider their demographic. It is impossible to segregate the answers of their individuals from their demographics, but the questions were structured in a way which would limit this from happening by asking interviewees about trends they have noticed in their team as opposed to their personal experience only.

**Recommendations for further research**

Based on this study and the process of the study, the main recommendation provided for future study is to take a quantitative approach on this study to understand how different
demographics impact the complaint management behaviour of staff and if these findings coincide with the findings of this study. Additionally, further research can address how individuals’ complaint management behaviour is impacted by their demographics through a different approach, such as observations, which would allow for more candid results. By observing individuals who were handling complaints in real-life would remove the aspect of bias which cannot be omitted when responding to questions. Further research can also be expanded in terms of the number of participants involved, the geographic range covered, the hotel class included and the demographics which are considered. Additionally, further research can also be done to understand what the customers’ perspectives on demographic factors and their impact on complaint handling are.

Recommendations for industry practitioners

The recommendation to corporates and individuals responsible for the implementation of standards would be to consider a more standardised approach to complaint management, which allows the staff to act based on their demographics whilst still maintaining consistency of service. As some participants explained, hotels can consider having a page on the company intranet with a list of common complaints, how they have been solved in the past and what the appropriate solution or compensation would be for this complaint. Additionally, learning and development (L&T) departments in hotels should increase the frequency of complaint management trainings with tests or quizzes at the end of the training, which will push individuals to pay more attention and participate actively in the trainings. Hotels that have not already done so should clarify the empowerment guidelines and make each member of staff aware of what their empowerment is. Hotels could also implement a system to reward colleagues who have managed to delight guests and turn around complaints to satisfaction as a motivator for front-line colleagues to handle complaints as opposed to forwarding them to their managers or seniors. The HR department should also consider altering the recruitment process in a way to better understand the individual and understand if the individual would fit with the company culture based on their personality and other factors. Middle managers should also motivate their subordinates to handle complaints. The understanding of demographic differences should be used by higher management and middle managers for major complaints that were not handled on the spot. It should be used to match the correct employee with the type of guest who is complaining and the type of complaint that is being made so that the demographics can be used to the advantage of the hotel and the guest. Following these recommendations will allow hotels to be more competitive through effectively handling complaints.
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